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GLYPHOSATE DEBATE CONTINUES…

One of the ‘occupational hazards’ of years as a Japanese Knotweed specialist is the tendency to spot
the offending vegetation in the background when everyone else is focused on some more interesting
foreground. So for this reason it’s no surprise that during a wildlife programme my attention was
distracted from the beaver family in the water to the ‘suspicious’ foliage behind them. Repeated
inspections of the leaves convinced me that they were Japanese Knotweed and, to some surprise, the
beavers were chewing away at them.
The beaver family was part of a group which has apparently become established on a river near Loch
Lomond, following escapes from a wildlife sanctuary nearby. They cut knotweed stems and drag them
into the water amongst other branches which form their food store, and have formed part of their
lodge in a knotweed-infested stretch of river bank.
The TV programme commented on this strange choice of food plant, but didn’t say whether the
beavers had any controlling effect. Some of the cut stems do get washed downstream and so this
could be one mechanism for spreading knotweed, though flooding and erosion have this effect on any
river so it is unlikely that beavers are significant in this means of spread.
A typical ‘invasive species’ runs out of control
because it has been introduced to a location
where there are none of the other species
that act to balance its growth in the natural
range. Japanese Knotweed in the UK is only
browsed by animals when shoots are very
young and still tender, and no invertebrates
or fungi attack the mature leaves. There has
been considerable publicity about the efforts
to find and introduce natural ‘predators’ from
knotweed’s native Japan.
Perhaps a species much nearer home could form part of the solution?
Learn more about this trial of beaver re-introduction in Scotland atwww.scottishbeavers.org.uk
Kind regards
Steve
Principal Landscape Manager
Richards, Moorehead & Laing Ltd.
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THE ENGINEER AND THE ARTIST.

This is the first part of a two-part newsletter that deals with the role that vegetation can play in civil
engineering as perceived by RML. In March I discussed how we build 'Ecology' into our projects and in
April I discussed how vegetation can be used in an engineering role. The principal advantages that
vegetation brings to civil engineering are that it is much more sustainable and environmentally friendly
than conventional construction materials. Its informed use usually results in lower costs too. I suggest
that if you are intent on using vegetation in this way then you should look to people who can support
any claims that they have experience in this area. Beware of relying on prescriptive designs which will
have come out of a textbook. I will discuss the perils of prescriptive designs in a later newsletter.
I am pleased to review briefly the history and make-up of our team at RML Bioengineering Ltd
(RMLBio) and provide some background information to our activities.
RMLBio is wholly owned by RML, the directors are David Richards along with myself and we lead the
'build' element of a design and build service. RMLBio's design teams are drawn from RML's own staff
which have had many years in designing the vegetative components of engineering projects ranging
from land reclamation to motorway improvements and the repair of unstable slopes.
Our practical team is composed of our in-house designers, engineers, vegetation specialists and
planners, our long-term geotechnical consultant Groundsolve Ltd and our contractor friends, Teeson
Groundworks Ltd based here in Ruthin. We have all worked together for many years.
Our interest in the use of vegetation in civil engineering actually pre-dates the publication of the report
which RML produced for CIRIA in 1990 entitled 'The use of vegetation in civil engineering' CIRIA report
no. C708 CIRIA London (ISBN: 978-0-86017-711-1). CIRIA reprinted the report in 2007. In the 1980s I
was responsible for the Welsh Development Agency's report entitled 'Working with nature- a low cost
approach to land reclamation', published in 1986, which discussed in detail how vegetation should
and could play an integral role in a civil engineering project. This report was reviewed by RML and
reprinted in 1994.

Several years after the publication of CIRIA's report there had been little take-up of practical work
involving slope stabilisation that we had discussed in the report. As is often the case, opportunities
arrive in the most surprising fashion and in our case we were asked by a contractor friend if we could
assist in stabilising a steep slope. He wanted us to design a sheet pile wall to be inserted at the base
of a slope which had suffered extensive slippage to a height of between 10 and 15m. When I asked
what the sheet piles were supposed to do, which is not a bad strategy in itself, I was told "Don't ask
me, I have been asked to provide a sheet pile wall". After a site visit it became clear to me that the
problem was not a circular slip at the bottom of the slope, where piles might have been of use, but
shallow slipping all the way from top to bottom.

We learned that large trees on the slope had been felled many years earlier and I felt sure that it was
the felling and subsequent long, slow, final act in the decay of the tree stumps that had triggered the
instability. Adjacent slopes which were still carrying trees showed no signs of slippage. The support
that trees provide on sloping ground was discussed in
the CIRIA report.
I suggested to the landowner and his insurers that
willow spiling would be a more appropriate solution,
explained what willow spiling was and then told by the
loss adjuster "Well get on with it". Our contractor
friend withdrew and I 'got on with it'. The work cost
only a fraction of what sheet piling would have cost
and was done by hand in 3 weeks with no collateral
damage at all. Everyone including the loss adjuster
who had initiated the original enquiry was impressed
with the result. A succession of jobs awarded by the
same loss adjuster have followed, he certainly is a
valued client.
I will continue the story of our use of vegetation in Part 2.
Kind regards
Ivor
Managing Director
Richards, Moorehead & Laing Ltd.
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HORSICULTURE...

Wednesday was Cob day at the Royal Welsh Show, and it got us talking in the office about the planning
status of a horse. As with most things planning-related, it's not as simple as you might imagine.
In fact, the Town and Country Planning Act and related legislation has a special relationship with
'horses'; in planning terms this relationship is commonly termed as 'horsiculture'. Wikipedia defines
'horsiculture' as 'An informal term in UK land use planning, referring to land used intensively for
keeping recreational horses, often with many small paddocks and numerous field shelters.' Put simply,
'horsiculture' includes six different types of horses/ponies; each particular type has a specific
functional description. A brief outline of the six types of town planning horse follows;
1.

The working horse. The keeping and breeding is an agricultural use. Similar to the
farming of livestock on the land. The function has to relate to the farming of the land.

2.

The races horse. Or, what you'd normally call the 'sport horse'. These are not kept
or bred for agricultural purposes, hence not related to the farming of the land.

3.

The recreational horse. As with the type 2 horse, if there's no agricultural
activity involved, the keeping of the horse (as opposed to the grazing of land - see horse no. 5
) falls under this specific category. If a recreational horse is kept on land with no other livestock
it may mean that a change of use of land has taken place i.e. from an agricultural use to a
domestic use. A situation which involves a material change in the use of land will need a
planning permission. Even in those caseswhere a mix of a recreational horse with livestock for
agricultural purposes exists, this could also result in a change of use to a mix of agriculture
and recreational so there's a need for planning permission.

4.

The residentially incidental horse. This

is generally identified as the

'domestic horse'. This is a different 'horse' function to a recreational use. Keeping a horse
within the curtilage of a dwelling house, purely incidental to the enjoyment of a domestic
dwelling, is permitted i.e. it does not require the benefit of planning permission. Buildings and
enclosures in connection with this type of horse may also be permitted - but not in every case.

5.

The grazing horse. This is a tricky one. Planning law suggests that the use of land
as grazing land is an agricultural use; it follows that the use of land for grazing any of the above
horses is agricultural. For example, the reason the horse is there may be to keep the grass
down. However, let us say that if the main use of the land is to keep the horses, then the use
of the land has changed. This is a difficult one to interpret. Case law stresses that the main
issue to consider is what is the primary purpose for which the land is being used. There may
also be restrictions on any building or structures involved with this horse.

6.

The 'meat' horse. Human consumption of horsemeat is a common practice in most
European countries. With this type of horse, their breeding and keeping for food production
does fall within an agricultural use of land. It follows that this use could benefit from a number
of permitted allowances for new buildings and structures.

There remain other, related issues. For example, and probably unfamiliar to most, is the European
Environmental Impact Regulations, particularly relating to the sub-division of larger areas of land into
smaller parcels... That's a whole other newsletter.
Kind regards
Shân
Principal Planning Consultant
Richards, Moorehead & Laing Ltd.
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ROADS OF COMMERCE AND CONVENIENCE

The building of roads might be considered the work of great civilisations, but the straightest roads
tended to be the work of dictators or great military men because they can move from A to B quickly
to impose their will on citizens. Except for a period of Roman rule, British roads, unlike those of France,
have in general been democratically aligned, that is, they politely step aside to avoid conflict and then
do strange things when elected politicians get a bee-in-the-bonnet.
Much of RML's work is road related and has demanded of us a wide range of professional disciplines
and skills. Of course today we use roads constructed by huge excavators to form sinuous alignments
that are surfaced in smooth flexible surfaces. These roads are engineered for speed and safety and
take the most convenient route for travellers who no longer must skirt marshes, pick their way around
trees or clamber up sudden escarpments. A favourite quote of Ivor's is Blake's comment
that 'Improvements make straight roads but winding roads are the roads of genius.'

So what were the ancient origins of modern roads?
Well, imagine being part of a group of Mesolithic hunters walking through flat open tundra. Your group
follows a leader picking his way through the vegetation and around boulders, avoiding mires and
fording watercourses at the least dangerous point. Repetitive journeys would wear the vegetation and
soils in a braided strip that would be visible to other travellers. Why would you want to cross the open
tundra? Simple; to find food and shelter. Hunting prey in the early post-glacial landscape of Britain
required our hunter-gatherer ancestors to work in groups to follow the seasonal migrations of grazing
herds, in much the same way that Native Americans followed the buffalo. It is speculated by historians
that the arterial routes through Britain began life as the migration routes of these vast herds.
As time passed and our climate warmed, humans
faced a new challenge: trees, yes trees. Woodland
rapidly colonised much of the landscape and for a
while the Eurasian continent's migrating herds
continued to follow their seasonal migration routes.
Their grazing maintained broad swathes of
grassland and light scrub and our ancestors
continued to hunt. As a matter of course the
warmer climate continued to melt the icecap and
eventually sea levels rose and, possibly in a single
catastrophic storm, 'The Continent' was finally cut
off by what we know as the English Channel.
Without the vastness of the Eurasian continent to
roam, the migrating herds that remained in the new
islands of Britain were probably hunted to
extinction. At the same time the warming climate
encouraged the spread of a wider range of tree
species and associated plants and animals. The
British landscape was soon dominated by
woodland, or what Oliver Rackham named 'Wildwood', crossed by the relic grassland vegetation of

the migratory routes. With woodland dominating the landscape the range of species that could thrive
also changed with rather smaller grazing animals, such as deer and wild pig, becoming predominant.

Where did humans fit in and how did they move around?
A good question, but not as pertinent as, what made humans move around now that they no longer
followed the migrating herds? The simple answer is that it is likely that over many generations their
horizons shrank because the seasonal migration no longer occurred. Some hunter gatherers, will have
retained the habit of moving between temporary settlements, but the woodland environment
required different hunting techniques to capture the smaller woodland herbivores in the dense
wildwood. It has been suggested by anthropologists that the development of the bow and arrow was
a response to the need to stalk small agile prey in the confines of woodland.
When moving around a person would use the line of least resistance through woodland. A fallen tree
might divert a path temporarily, but the dense growth of bramble, nettle and thorn that would follow
would form a barrier that would outlast memory. The network of paths that radiated out from a
Neolithic settlement would have extended only as far as needed to reach the furthest useful piece of
hunting territory and there would have little use for regional or national routes. When farming was
introduced the need to travel probably shrank further. Hence travel across Britain before the Romans
came meant a slow meander along the intersecting paths of each settlement, like using country buses!
These Stone Age path networks evolved into the Bronze Age and Iron Age and many were lost through
abandonment. Thousands of Neolithic miles are almost certainly the foundations of many country
highways and byways that thread the landscape and penetrate the hills, valleys, moors and marshland
of Britain. In fact, the vast majority of Britain's wildwood had probably been cleared by the end of the
Bronze Age. What happened next was the making of modern Britain.
Kind regards
Andrew
Principal Landscape Architect
Richards, Moorehead & Laing Ltd.
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PAC REGULATIONS

Do you need assistance with the new PAC regulations?
If you are an established client of RML you will know that we provide a commercially aware, dedicated
and responsive service and we always aim to add value to a project. You will also know that the
regulations and procedures surrounding development continue to change and grow in complexity.
The Pre-Application Consultation Regulations ('PAC' regs) are the latest addition to the process of
applying for planning permission for any 'Major Development'. These regs signal a substantial shift of
work onto the prospective developer or landowner who must now formally publicise draft planning
application documents and consult community and specialist consultees before the planning

application can be submitted. Applicants must provide a system to collate responses, and prepare a
PAC report showing how plans have been modified, where appropriate.

From 1st August 2016, every application for 'major'
development must show that the PAC regulations
have been followed.
You, or your customers, need to deal with these regulatio ns now!
Help is at hand, from the RML team. Chartered Town Planner Shân Wyn Jones BA MCD MRTPI employs
her professional knowledge of planning procedures and her extensive experience within the local
planning authorities of North Wales to support applicants during the complex and sometimes arduous
process of gaining permission.
RML offers a comprehensive and efficient service for planning applications, integrated with supporting
documents such as Environmental Statements, Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments, Historic
Landscape Management Plans and many more.
To discuss your project with us, whether urgent or simply something under consideration, call us on
01824 704366 or email Shân at s.jones@rmlconsult.com.
We look forward to working with you soon.
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